
                                               
 
 
 
Imagine… 
if there was a unifying voice, a courier of our human rights and our expressed interest, 
resonating the belief to live supportively, love, heal and be joyful as contributing powers uniting 
our society?  
 

Envision… 
a society where there is the experiential voice of what helps and doesn’t harm, a force that 
empowers not oppresses, an authority that values people by content of character not as 
revenue generating commodities.   The people’s expressed resiliency of the human potential 
through the voice of all its people? 

 

We must have hopes and dreams that create changes in the world. 
A Social Revolution!!! 

 

“HUMAN 2 HUMAN UNDERSTANDING; A CULTURE OF RESILIENCY” 
“A Compassionate Cultural Heart2Heart, Person2Pesron, Human2Human,        

Ecological Shift” 
 

Now more than ever people need to be with each other to lessen the blows of the traumatic 
events that have assaulted our world.  We must come together as if our lives depend on it 
…because they do!!! 

 
 

Introducing: 
The BELIFACTORY 

A human2human culture, restoring the heart back in humanity... 

The BELIFACTORYS Mission Statement 

“In a spirit of HUMAN2HUMAN…understanding; Sowing Seeds of Belief, Watering with 

Encouragement & Empowering the Individuals’ Strengths. Cultivating Connection and Unity 

Within the community’’. 

 

The BELIFACTORYS Vision Statement 

The Beliefactory Vision is to carry a message of HOPE 4 Empowerment, Encouragement and 

Believes in every human potential. The Beliefactory promotes the philosophy of Human2Human 

Heart2Heart understanding, life experiences and is based on person centered support, through 

advocacy, education and self-determination that empowerment provides equal access and 

rights. The Human2Human experience maximizes the leadership & empowers the community 

through the unity of human understanding. The Beliefactory is an all-inclusive Human2Human, 

Heart2Heart grass roots heart healing movement… 

”4 thePEOPLE OF thePEOPLE”. 

 
 



 

 

As we look at the world in the midst of the worldwide catastrophes, there is one underlining 

theme... we are all human.  

Every human interprets processes and reacts to dramatic or impactful life experiences 

differently; however, we have more in common than not.  We all need love and to give love.  It 

is the universal truth that penetrates all human hearts.   A language shared by all humans no 

matter what color, race or creed, a unified voice bringing unity to our community. 

This is a grassroots movement, a voice of understanding, shared lived experiences heard at a 

national, federal, and state level.  Its purpose is to prevent getting caught up in systematic 

cyclic pathologicalizing of human behavior dependent on chill pill solutions to traumatic human 

experiences often resulting in repressive life stigmatization.  Instead, we come together under 

the supportive understanding that we have all had traumatic and substantially impactful life 

experiences and we now must learn how to live, love, cope and thrive together. 

I would like to propose an alternative perspective and possibly a new old way of thinking, 

feeling and understanding for each other as humans in our humanity, addressing people with a 

heart2heart understanding of love, compassion and kindness. 

What a new concept, of the people, for the people…. 

There needs to be a supportive environment created by the voice of the very people who have 

been subjected to the worldwide traumatic events. We all need to come together having one 

voice and seat at the human table to define exactly how we experienced this human tragedy, 

navigating past systematized service, traversing past diagnostics labels and avoiding the 

commoditizing bottom line of assembly line systematized services. 

Stop the cycle of internalization and silence of what our true expressed interest are... This is a 

voyage to find our personal road to the solution that unifies our experience with others that are 

taking that same journey... Along the way identifying our words in a unified voice to state how 

and what we need to live and love to get through this and all tragedy...  

imagine,  OFthePEOPLE 4 thePEOPLE …. 

 
We come together through our shared experiences to live and love life!!! 

BELIEVE IT...BECOME IT... BE IT... 
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